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SGA proposes to postpone elections until next fall

by Kyle Slaven
News staff reporter

Friday

Waiting for college acceptance letters

Page 2

April 17, 1981

的部分内容

Women, said. In an alleged sexual assault of a member of the house were involved and stopped at the Phi Delta Theta to protest violence against women.

... the code continue to hold their positions on the issue. The motion accepted originally was proposed by SGA President Dennis Kerkash, who repeatedly was interrupted by Senator Steve Elchert, calling for the adjournment. Kerkash suggested to the senators that they consider all the recommendations drawn up, which included regardi...
**Opinion**

**Our fees in Bahamas?**

For the last two weeks, the Advisory Council on General Fee Allocation has been listening to budget requests from student organizations. It was a long process. Members reportedly had trouble justifying high student fees for proposed projects. The Board of Black Cultural Activities asked for $2,700 to subsidize trips for members to Cedar Point, Ohio.

Representatives told the committee that a trip to Cedar Point would be a chance to come in contact with many out-of-town travelers and it would be a "cultural experience." We would believe that anyone needs to visit an amusement park to have a "cultural experience."

Maybe the members of the Board of Black Cultural Activities should take a free trip around the campus where they can find people from France, Turkey, Iran, Sri Lanka and other cultures.

Saturday, ACGFA will decide how each organization can function within its recommended 1981-82 budget. It will decide where all of the organizations can best place their money. We hope that in these times of cutbacks and inflation, ACGFA will make sure that our valuable student money is not being taken for a ride in the Bahamas.

**Gun control should up control**

In response to the prophetic statements made by John Throckmorton in the Focus in the News on April 18, I would like to take a look at the gun control story.

In general, the gun control target marksman who fired shots in front of the Union. We had gotten in only about ten people between us and for the fact that there was room for places for six other people. This would have been all right except for the fact that there was room for six other people. We packed our gear and went to camp out.

After spending 10 hours outside, we decided that we should make the most of what we had and move on. At this point we were wondering about the restrictions on the use of weapons (automatic weapons) by simply paying the appropriate fees. After being up from 3:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., we realized that we were in trouble for the day, and that we needed to do something about it.

The rest of the story is a bit of a blur, but we managed to make it through the day and get home.

**Letters**

**MBB fans find waiting in bitter cold in New York**

Upon hearing that Michael Stanley hadn't set foot on campus before last night's game, my roommate and I proceeded to camp out in front of the Union. We had gotten in line by 10:00 a.m. on Friday, and were one of the first ten people in line. I had read in the newspaper that we should leave school at 6:00 a.m. on Saturday, and I was one of the first ten people in line to get tickets. We managed to get a seat about three hours later and didn't have to move a muscle.

At one point we were wondering what the next weather forecast would be like, but finally, we settled in and waited.

When it was time to get on the bus, we had to wait an additional hour due to traffic. We finally left campus at 11:00 a.m., and were able to get to the stadium before the game started.

**Focus**

Rodolfo Tellez

A university student

deviates, but other gangster weapons which includes brass knuckles and are more of a psychology problem than real offensive armament. The most reasonable answer is that they do not understand them. Stricter gun control would probably be counter-productive since any criminal element does not obey laws. The first place that illegal guns are bought is from criminals, not criminals. A good example is the case of a fellow student tried to insinuate.
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Six-run inning propels Falcons to 12-4 rout of Muskies

By Jim Menear

Sports

Falcons lauging in slugging after sluggish start, host NIU, WMU

Four hits in helping the Falcons even MAC that BG had compiled a 7.71 earned run average, a .213 batting average that is last after sluggish start, host NIU, WMU.

Director Allan Chamberlin called in baseball team bad returned from its win of the season, easily defeating ball team exploded for six runs in the opportunities Immediate super- and benefit! competitive to civilian

Advanced training Specialisation

Sports.

The Bowling Green women's soft-

ball team exploded for six runs in the first inning and coasted to its seventh win of the season, easily defeating Muskingum, 12-4.

Last month, after Bowling Green's first home run was hit by the Falcons, Coach Cindy Packard and a dropped fly ball in the outfield off the bat of Karen Museo, the only extra-base hit the Muskies were able to generate during the game. The Falcons added a run in the fifth, and three more in the sixth to round out their scoring. Only five of the 12 FG runs were earned with Spencer collecting two hits and three runs-batted-in, Cheryl Sloski led the other 11.

Parks hopes that last fall's outings to Coach Kent Parks. She added, the team was runn-

ing to produce the key hits when needed.

and six players, freshmen Jean

Parks hopes that last fall's outings to Coach Kent Parks. She added, the team was runn-

Plus all the benefits of being an

OFFENSIVELY, BG has been led by Jenu Thomas, Lisa Slags, and Cheryl Huber. The three players are leading the team in batting average, from 89.5 to 85.7 strokes.

Highly motivated players should dominate the Bowling Green women's softball team in the MAC.

Offensively, the Falcons are first in the conference, and third in Class A.

The girls' games are improving, highly motivated players should dominate the Bowling Green women's softball team in the MAC.

"The girls' games are improving, highly motivated players should dominate the Bowling Green women's softball team in the MAC.

MEADOW VIEW COURT APARTMENTS

214 Napoleon Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 352-1195

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT NOW RENTING

Efficiency, 1 Bedroom or 2 bedroom, Furnished or Unfurnished

MODELS OPEN -- SEE AND SEE FROM 9-5

• Gas Heat, resident pays electric
• Stove and Refrigerator, Disposal
• Laundry, dishwasher, drapes
• Residents have use of Party Room; Fireplace, Pool Tables, Pin Ball
• Balcony, Large parking lot
• Laundry Facilities, Swimming Pool

Send your Clear Appreciation, Secretary's Week, April 20-24.

Show Your Clear Appreciation, Secretary's Week, April 20-24.
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